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A building stucture and apartment typologies that offers a
gradient with several steps from public to private
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View along Gibraltargatan
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As seen in the site plan, the plot towards
Gibraltargatan has been developed in this
TVSNIGX%PPIRXVERGIWJSVVIWMHIRXWERH
TYFPMGEVIJVSQXLIWXVIIX8LITVMZEXI
entrances are located in the “pushed

MR²TEVXWSJXLIFYMPHMRKZSPYQI8LI
WXVYGXYVIGEREPWSFIWIIREW½ZIXS[ers connected by open terraces and an
EGGIWWFEPGSR]SRXLISXLIVWMHI-RXLI
Southeast corner there is a square with

public seating and an outdoor area for a
TYFPMGJYRGXMSR3RXLIGSYVX]EVHETEXL
is connecting the street with Chalmers
campus together with bike parking and
WXSVEKIERHVIG]GPMRK8LIKVIIRIV]MW

The project focuses on the levels of privacy in
housing, from public to semi-public, semi-priZEXIERH½REPP]TVMZEXIEVIEW8LMWLETTIRWMR
two stages; both in the building as a whole concerning the residents as well as the pubic, but
also within the apartments that are designed
with a gradient from entrance to sleeping arIEW

7IGXMSR

The concept is based on a critique on what is
being built today concerning housing in SweHIR8LIEVKYQIRXMWXLEXXLI[E][IFYMPH
today doesn’t allow for all types of households
SVPMJIWX]PIW8LMWMWTEVXP]HYIXSZIV]WXVMGXERH
WXEXMG¾SSVTPERWXLEXGERFILEVHXSGLERKI
What we also know is that social cohesion is
important for people when it comes to home
ERHWEJIX]IXG8SHE]MRQER]ETEVXQIRXFYMPH-

replaced together with the addition of a
TPE]KVSYRHERHSYXHSSVWIEXMRK-RXLI
Northeast corner of the plot, the height
HMJJIVIRGIMWIZIRIHSYXF]WXITW

MRKWXLIVIMWXLI½VWXFEVVMIVXLIJVSRXKEXI
where you need a key to get in and is often
PMQMXIHXSXLIVIWMHIRXWPMZMRKXLIVI8LMWMWSJten shared by few neighbours and resulting in
PMXXPIMRXIVEGXMSRFIX[IIRVIWMHIRXW8LMWPIEHW
to what is often a small staircase or elevator
[MXLEPS[UYEPMX]WTEGIRIEVMXERH½REPP]XS
]SYVS[RJVSRXHSSV&]GVIEXMRKEKVEHMIRX
within the building, I believe that a new typology is created where more interactions can
be created and possibly leading to more safety,
WLEVIHIGSRSQ]ERHQSVIWYWXEMREFPILSYWMRK

Apartm. Type A
75 m² (1-4 rooms)

Apartm. Type C
92 m² (1-5 rooms)

Apartm. Type C
92 m² (1-5 rooms)

Apartm. Type A
75 m² (1-3 rooms)

Apartm. Type A
75 m² (1-4 rooms)

Apartm. Type B
65 m² (1-3 rooms)
Apartm. Type B
65 m² (1-3 rooms)

Apartm. Type A
75 m² (1-4 rooms)

8LIEZIVEKI¾SSVGSRWMWXWSJETEVXQIRXWMRXSXEPERHEPPLEZIXLIWEQIPSKMGMRTPER
FYXMRXLVIIWM^IW8LIVIMWEGIRXVEPGSVI[MXLOMXGLIRERHFEXLVSSQW[LIVIXLIQEMRWLEJX
ERHMRWXEPPEXMSRWEVITPEGIH%PSRKXLI[EPPXS[EVHWXLI]EVHMWEFYMPXMRWXSVEKIW]WXIQ[MXL
WLIPZIW%XXLIXSTXLIVIEVILMKL[MRHS[WXLEXEPPS[JSVTVMZEG]XS[EVHWXLIEGGIWWFEPGSR]
EW[IPPEWPMQMXMRKLIEXJVSQXLI7SYXL-RWXIEHSRXLISTTSWMXI[EPPXLIVIEVILMKL[MRHS[W
all in the same width but placed further apart in the more private parts of the apartment
ERHGPSWIVXSKIXLIVXS[EVHWXLIWLEVIHXIVVEGI8LI[EPPXS[EVHWXLIXIVVEGIMWGSRWXVYGXIH
with columns and larger window panels; this is the most public level of the gradient in the
ETEVXQIRXW
In the kitchen there is one counter with all necessities such as refrigerator, sink and stove
while the opposite counter is designed to be used either as a second working top or as a
FVIEOJEWXFEV[MXLWIEXMRK
The two larger apartments have two bathrooms and the rest have one bathroom with acGIWWJVSQE[EPOMRGPSWIXRIEVXLIIRXVERGI8LMWEPPS[WJSVQSVI¾I\MFMPMX]EVSYRHXLIGSVI
%PWSTVSZMHMRK¾I\MFMPMX]EVIXLIWPMHMRKHSSVWXLEXEVIMRWIVXIH[MXLMRXLI[EPPWSJXLIGSVI
ERHEPPS[JSVXLIVIWMHIRXWXSTEVXXLIETEVXQIRXMRQER][E]W

%

A young couple studying
XLIMV½REP]IEVEX'LEPQers..YWXFSYKLXXLIMV½VWX
ETEVXQIRX8LI]LEZIE
very open plan apart-

ment with a lot of space
XSWXYH]8LI]LEZIYWIH
the back wall storage
and turned it into a
LIEHFSEVHJSVXLIMVFIH

'

%JEQMP][MXLX[SWQEPP
children. They are using
half of the apartment for
living room and dining
area and the rest for
WXSVEKIERHFIHVSSQW

The children share a
room and the middle
room is used as a study
room within the built-inshelves and the rest as
[EVHVSFIW

%

The have now adopted
a child and therefore
divided the larger room
MRXSX[SVSSQW8LI
parents’ bedroom and
living room is divided

with wardrobes and only
SRIWXYH]EVIEMWPIJX
They have added seating
outside their front door
and store their bikes on
XLIEGGIWWFEPGSR]

'

There is only one adult
left in the household after a divorce and one of
the children stay there
IZIV]SXLIV[IIO8SFI
able to stay in the home,

The terrace is shared by two apartments and placed three steps up from the apartment
¾SSVERHEGGIWWFEPGSR]-X´WEPXIVIHIZIV]WIGSRH¾SSVXSGVIEXIHSYFPILIMKLXERHQSVI
PMKLXMRXLIWTEGI8LIEGGIWWFEPGSR]PIEHMRKXSXLIETEVXQIRXWMW[MHIRIHEFMXXSEPPS[JSV
SYXHSSVJYVRMXYVIERHWXSVEKISJWXVSPPIVWFMOIWERH[EPOIVW-X´WWITEVEXIHJVSQXLIJEGEHI
MRJSYVTSMRXW[LMGLEPPS[WJSVWYRPMKLXXSGSQIXLVSYKLHS[RXSXLIPS[IV¾SSVW

%ZIVEKI¾SSVTPER

7IGXMSRW

%TEVXQIRXX]TI% '

%TEVXQIRXX]TI% ' ]IEVWPEXIV

one room is rented out
XSEWXYHIRX8LIGLMPH´W
bed is located in the
QMHHPIVSSQMRXLI¾I\MFPIFYMPXMRWXVYGXYVI

The main entrance of the building is located
MRXLIRSVXLGSVRIV-XGSRWMWXWSJEPSYRKI
area, kitchen, bathrooms and laundry, elIZEXSVWERHEVIEWJSVHMRMRKERH[SVOMRK
(YVMRKXLI[IIOMXEPWSWIVZIWEWE±GSJ½GI²
where people can rent a workspace and
have access to the kitchen, Wi-Fi and bathVSSQW

)RXVERGI¾SSV

2I\XXSXLIIPIZEXSVWEVIWXEMVWPIEHMRKYT
to the courtyard level and the conservatory,
[SVOWLSTERHTVMZEXIIRXVERGIW8LIGSRservatory and workshop is shared by the
residents and can be used to grow crops,
YWIXSSPWSV½\FMOIW
The private entrances also lead to the eleZEXSVWERHWXEMVWYTXSXLIETEVXQIRXW
The spaces with only entrances towards the
streets are designed to hold public functions
WYGLEWEK]QVIWXEYVERXGEJqERHWXSVI

*EGEHI7SYXLIEWX

&IPS[XLIPSYRKIEVIEMRXLIQEMRIRXVERGI
is the laundry room located together with
FEXLVSSQWERHXIGLRMGEPVSSQW-RJVSRXMW
the communal kitchen located that both
serves the residents as well as the public
XLEXVIRXWE[SVOMRKTPEGIMRXLIGSJ½GI
8LIXST¾SSVGSRWMWXWSJWIZIRETEVXQIRXW
and one communal apartment for the residents that can be rented, both as a guest
ETEVXQIRXERHJSVIZIRXWIXG8LMWMWXLI
most private area in the building that serves
XLIVIWMHIRXWI\GITXJSVXLIETEVXQIRXW
The apartment contains a kitchen, dining
area, sauna and storage for shared items
among the residents such as books, appliances and other things that is not used on a
VIKYPEVFEWMW
8LIRI\XWXITXS[EVHWXLITYFPMGMRXLI
KVEHMIRXMWXLIEGGIWWFEPGSR]3RXLIXST
¾SSVFIX[IIRXLIGSQQYREPETEVXQIRX
and elevators is the access balcony covered
by a roof to connect the different parts and
allow for usage of the access balcony indeTIRHIRXSR[IEXLIV8LIETEVXQIRXWSR
XLIXST¾SSVEPPLEZIEWQEPPVSSJGSZIVMRK
XLIIRXVERGI

'SQQYREPWTEGIXST¾SSV

*EGEHI2SVXL[IWX

0S[IVIRXVERGI¾SSV

In the new housing block the
public functions face the street
and towards the yard are
movable wooden panels placed
XSGVIEXI¾I\MFMPMX]ERHTVMZEG]
JSVXLIVIWMHIRGI8LI]GERFI
opened up to allow for sunlight
into the conservatory behind,
or closed for privacy or due to
[IEXLIV

OUTER WALL STRUCTURE
Pine board
Pine facade panelling
Bearing stud
Wind barrier membrane
Insulation
Vapour barrier
CLT-element

In terms of materials the
construction consists of pre-fab
'08IPIQIRXWJSV[EPPWERH¾SSV
slabs and in some parts
GSQFMRIH[MXLGSPYQRW8LI
QEXIVMEPMWI\TSWIHMRXLIGIMPMRK
ERHSRXLI[EPPW8LI¾SSVMRK
consists of concrete with under
¾SSVLIEXMRKIPMQMREXMRKXLI
RIIHSJVEHMEXSVW

FLOOR STRUCTURE
Reinforced concrete
Underfloor heating
Insulation
CLT-element

The double-skin timber facade,
with a wooden panel covered
with stripes of pine, provides
solar shading and privacy as well
EWOIITMRKXLII\TVIWWMSRSJE
¾EXJEGEHIERHZSPYQI[MXLXLI
IPIQIRXWTYWLIHMR8LMWEPWS
relates to the buildings on the
opposite side of the street that,
even with balconies pushing out
appear to be quite monotone
ERH¾EX

(IXEMP
The detail shows the roof, outer wall
and window placement and ground
MRXLIJEGEHIXS[EVHW+MFVEPXEVKEXER
The main elements are the wodden
panels that run along the facade,
offering privacy and solar shading

*EGEHIXS[EVHW+MFVEPXEVKEXER

Smaller windows towards the
south prevent from heat and
larger windows facing north
allows for the quality of
RSVXLIVRPMKLX

Rainwater collection
Small windows on south facade

Solar panels on roof

Wooden panels on facade

Shared-economy:
car pool
workshop
storage

)RIVK]W]WXIQ

1EMRIRXVERGIGSJ½GIOMXGLIRERHQI^^ERMRI¾SSV

Geothermal heating

View of courtyard

View of apartment type A

